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Abstract

Spreadsheets are ubiquitous end-user programming
tools, but lack even the simplest abstraction mechanism:
The ability to encapsulate a computation as a function.

This paper presents a solution in the form ofsheet-
defined functions, which are built from well-known spread-
sheet cells, formulas and references. They should be un-
derstandable to most spreadsheet users, yet offer far more
programming power than standard spreadsheet programs.

We present a prototype implementation of sheet-defined
functions and several example applications. We show that
they can perform as well as built-in functions and better
than external languages such as VBA.

1 Introduction

Spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel, OpenOf-
fice Calc and Gnumeric provide a simple, powerful and eas-
ily mastered end-user programming platform for mostly-
numeric computation. Yet as observed by several authors
[9, 11], spreadsheets lack even the most basic abstraction
mechanism: The creation of a named function directly from
spreadsheet formulas.

Namely, although most spreadsheet programs allow
function definitions in external languages such as VBA,
Java or Python, those languages present a completely differ-
ent programming model that many competent spreadsheet
users find impossible to use. Moreover, the external lan-
guage bindings are sometimes surprisingly inefficient.

Here we present an implementation ofsheet-defined
functionsthat (1) uses only standard spreadsheet concepts
and notations, no external languages, so it should be under-
standable to competent spreadsheet users, and (2) is very
efficient, so that user-defined functions can be as fast as
built-in ones. Furthermore, the ability to define functions
directly from spreadsheet formulas should (3) permit grad-
ual untangling of data and algorithms in spreadsheet mod-
els and (4) encourage the development of shared function

libraries; both of these in turn should (5) improve reuse, re-
liability and upgradability of spreadsheet models.

Our implementation is written in C# and achieves high
performance thanks to portable runtime code generation on
the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) [4], as imple-
mented by Microsoft .NET and the Mono project.

Our motivation is pragmatic. A sizable minority of
spreadsheet users, including biologists, physicists and fi-
nancial analysts, build very complex spreadsheet models.
This is because it is convenient to experiment with both
models and data, and because the models are easy to share
and distribute. We believe that one can advance the state
of the art by giving spreadsheet users better tools, rather
than telling them that they should have used Matlab, Java,
Python or Haskell instead.

We donot think that spreadsheets will make program-
ming languages redundant, but that they provide a computa-
tion platform many of whose positive features seem to have
been overlooked, and we believe that this platform can be
considerably improved by fairly simple technical means.

We have encountered spreadsheets used for protein
structure modeling, financial and actuarial modeling, game
character development, pesticide kinetics and much more,
with up to 50 MB workbook files, 600,000 active cells, and
750 million inter-cell dependencies. Some of these take
hours to load and recalculate. It seems worthwhile to im-
prove the tools to build and run such models.

2 Sheet-defined functions

2.1 A small example

Consider the problem of calculating the area of each of a
large number of triangles whose side lengthsa, b andc are
given in colums E, F and G of a spreadsheet, as in figure 1.
The area is given by the formula

√

s(s− a)(s− b)(s− c)
wheres = (a+ b + c)/2 is half the perimeter. Now, either
one must allocate column H to hold the values and com-
pute the area in column I, or one must inlines four times in
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Figure 1. Excel table of triangle side lengths and their area s, with intermediate results in column H.

Figure 2. Left: Function sheet, where MAKEFUN in E4 creates function TRIAREA with input A3, B3 and
C3, output E3, and intermediate cell D3. Right: Ordinary she et calling TRIAREA in H2:H5.

the area formula. The former pollutes the spreadsheet with
intermediate results, whereas the latter would create a long
expression that is nearly impossible to enter without mis-
takes. It is clear that many realistic problems require even
more space for intermediate results and even more unwieldy
formulas.

Here we propose instead to define a function,TRIAREA
say, using standard spreadsheet cells and formulas, but on a
separatefunction sheet, and then call this function as needed
from column D on the sheet containing the triangle data.

The left-hand side of figure 2 shows a function sheet con-
taining a definition of functionTRIAREA, with inputsa, b
andc in cells A3, B3 and C3, the intermediate results in
cell D3, and the output in cell E3.

The right-hand side shows an ordinary sheet with tri-
angle side lengths in columns E, F and G, function calls
=TRIAREA(E2,F2,G2) in column H to compute the tri-
angles’ areas, and no intermediate results; they exist only
on the function sheet. As usual in spreadsheets, it suffices to
enter the function call once in cell H2 and then copy it down
column H with automatic adjustment of cell references.

2.2 Expected mode of use

A user may develop formulas on a function sheet and in-
teractively experiment with input values and formulas until
satisfied that the results are correct. Subsequently the user
may turn these formulas into a sheet-defined function by
calling theMAKEFUN built-in (see section 2.3); the function
is immediately ready to use from ordinary sheets and from
other functions.

Within a project, company or discipline, groups of fre-
quently used functions can be turned into function libraries,

distributed on function sheets. This makes for a smooth
transition from experiments andad hocmodels to more sta-
ble and reliable libraries of functions, without barring users
from adapting library functions to new scientific or business
requirements, as may be the case with VBA libraries.

Moreover, improving the separation between “mostly
data” ordinary sheets and “mostly model” function sheets
provides a way to mitigate the upgrade and consistency
problems caused by the strong intermixing of model and
data found in most current spreadsheet models.

2.3 New built-in functions

Our prototype implementation uses the standard notions
of sheet, cell, formula and built-in function, adding just
three new built-in functions. As shown in cell E4 to the
left in figure 2, there is a function to create a new function:

• MAKEFUN("name", out, in1..inN) creates a
function with the given name, result cellout, and in-
put cellsin1..inN, whereN >= 0.

Two other functions are used to compute a function value
and to apply it, respectively:

• GETFUN("name", e1..eM) evaluatese1..eM
to valuesa1..aM and returns a function value(sdf,
a1..aM) which is a partial application of the sheet-
defined function"name".

• APPLY(fv, e1..eN) evaluatesfv to a function
value(sdf, a1..aM), evaluatese1..eN to val-
uesb1..bN, and applies the function to these values
by callingsdf(a1..aM,b1..bN).
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3 Interpretive implementation

Our prototype is written in C# and consists of a rather
straightforwardinterpretive implementation, described in
this section, combined with a novelcompiled implementa-
tion of sheet-defined functions, described in section 4.

As in most spreadsheet programs, a workbook contains
worksheets, each worksheet contains a grid of cells, and
each cell may contain a constant or a formula (or nothing).
A formula contains an expression and a value cache.

Since spreadsheet formulas are dynamically typed, run-
time values are represented by subclasses of abstract class
Value, namely Number, Text, Error, Array, and Function.

A formula expressione in a given cell on a
given worksheet is evaluated interpretively by calling
e.Eval(sheet,col,row), which returns a Value ob-
ject. Such interpretive evaluation involves repeated wrap-
ping and unwrapping of values, where the most costly in
terms of runtime overhead is the wrapping of IEEE 64-bit
floating-point numbers (type double) as Number objects,
and testing and unwrapping of Number objects as IEEE
floating-point numbers. The goal of the compiled imple-
mentation presented in section 4 is to avoid this overhead.

A technical report [14] gives more details about the in-
terpretive implementation and its design tradeoffs.

4 Compiled implementation

Our prototype compiles a sheet-defined function to CLI
bytecode [4] at runtime, so that functions can be created and
edited interactively, as any spreadsheet user would expect.

4.1 Compilation process outline

1. Build dependency graph whose nodes are cells transi-
tively reachable by cell references from the output cell.

2. Perform a topological sort of the dependency graph,
so a cell is preceded by all cells that it references. It is
illegal for a sheet-defined function to have static cyclic
dependencies.

3. If a cell in the graph is referred only once (statically),
inline its formula at its unique occurrence.

4. Using the dependency graph, determine the evaluation
condition (see section 5) for each remaining cell; build
a new dependency graph that takes evaluation condi-
tions into account; and redo the topological sort.

5. Generate CLI bytecode for the cells in forward topo-
logical order. For each cellc with associated variable
v_c, we generate:

v_c = <code for c’s formula>;

4.2 No value wrapping

The simplest compilation scheme, implemented by
methodCompile on expressions, generates code to emu-
late interpretive evaluation. The calle.Compile() must
generate code that, when executed, leaves the value ofe on
the stack top as a Value object.

However, usingCompile would wrap every interme-
diate result as an object of a subclass of Value, which
would be inefficient, in particular for numeric operations.
In an expression such asA1*B1+C1, the intermediate re-
sultA1*B1 would be wrapped as a Number, only to be im-
mediately unwrapped. The creation of that Number object
would dominate all other costs, because it requires alloca-
tion in the heap and causes work for the garbage collector.

To avoid runtime wrapping of results that will defi-
nitely be used as numbers, we introduce another compila-
tion method. The calle.CompileToDoubleOrNan()
must generate code that, when executed, leaves the value of
e on the stack as a 64-bit floating-point value. If the result
is an error value, then the number will be a NaN.

4.3 Error propagation

When computing with naked 64-bit floating-point val-
ues, we represent an error value as a NaN and use the 51 bit
“payload” of the NaN to distinguish error values, as per the
IEEE standard [6, section 6.2]. Since arithmetic operations
and mathematical functions preserve NaN operands, we get
error propagation for free. For instance, ifd is a NaN, then
Math.Sqrt(6.1*d+7.5) will be a NaN with the same
payload, thus representing the same error. As an alternative
to error propagation via NaNs, one could use exceptions,
but that is several orders of magnitude slower.

4.4 Compilation of comparisons

According to spreadsheet principles, comparisons such
asB8>37 must propagate errors, so that if B8 evaluates
to an error, then the comparison evaluates to the same er-
ror. When compiling a comparison we cannot rely on NaN
propagation; a comparison involving one or more NaNs is
either true or false, not undefined, in CLI [4, section III.3].

Hence we introduce yet another com-
pilation method on expressions. The call
e.CompileToDoubleProper(ifProper,ifBad)
must generate code that evaluatese; and if the value is
a non-NaN number, leaves it on the stack top as a 64-bit
floating-point value and continues with the code generated
byifProper; else, it leaves the value in a special variable
and continues with the code generated byifBad.

HereifProper andifBad are themselves code gen-
erators, which generate the success continuation and the
failure continuation [15] of the evaluation ofe.
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4.5 Compilation of conditions

Like other expressions, a conditionalIF(e0,e1,e2)
must propagate errors frome0, so if e0 gives an error
value, then the entire conditional expression gives the same
error value. For this purpose we introduce a fourth and final
compilation method on expressions.

The calle.CompileCondition(ifT,ifF,ifBad)
must generate code that evaluatese; and if the value is a
non-NaN number different from zero, it continues with the
code generated byifT; if it is non-NaN and equal to zero,
continues with the code generated byifF; else, leaves
the value in a special variable and continues with the code
generated byifBad.

For instance, to compileIF(e0,e1,e2), we compile
e0 as a condition whoseifT andifF continuations gen-
erate code fore1 ande2.

4.6 On-the-fly optimizations

The four compilation methods give some opportunities
for making local optimizations on the fly. For instance, in
the comparisonB8>37 we must test whether B8 is an er-
ror, but clearly the constant 37 need not be tested at runtime.
Indeed, methodCompileToDoubleProper on a Num-
berConst object performs the error test at code generation
time instead.

As another optimization, when compiling the unary log-
ical operatorNOT(e0) as a condition, we simply swap its
ifT andifF generators. This is useful because evaluation
conditions (section 5) may contain such “silly” negations.

5 Evaluation conditions

Whereas most of the compilation machinery described in
the previous section would be applicable to any dynamically
typed language in which numerical computations play a
prominent role, this section addresses a problem that seems
unique to sheet-defined functions.

5.1 Motivation and outline

Consider computingsn, the string consisting ofn ≥
0 concatenated copies of strings, corresponding to Ex-
cel’s built-in REPT(s,n). The sheet-defined function
REPT4(s,n) shown below is optimal, usingO(log n)
string concatenation operations (denoted&) for a total run-
ning time ofO(n · |s|), where|s| is the length ofs:

B66 = <input s>
B67 = <input n>
B68 = REPT4(B66, FLOOR(B67/2,1))
B69 = <output>

= IF(B67=0, "", IF(MOD(B67,2), B66&B68&B68,
B68&B68))

If n = 0, that isB67=0, then the result is the empty string
and there is no need to evaluate cell B68. In fact, it would be
horribly wrong to unconditionally evaluate B68 because it
performs a recursive call to the function itself, so this would
cause an infinite loop. It would be equally wrong to inline
B68’s formula in the B69 formula, since that would dupli-
cate the recursive call and make the total execution time
O(n2 · |s|) rather thanO(n · |s|).

A cell such as B68 must be evaluated only when actu-
ally needed by further computations. That is the reason
for step 4 in the compilation process outline in section 4.1,
which we flesh out as follows:

4.1 For each cell in the sheet-defined function, compute
its evaluation condition, a logical expression that says
when the cell must be evaluated; see section 5.2.

4.2 While building the evaluation conditions, perform log-
ical simplifications; see section 5.3.

4.3 If the cell’s formula istrivial , then set its evaluation
condition to constant true.

4.4 Rebuild the cell dependency graph and redo the topo-
logical sort of cells, taking also the cell references in
the cell’s evaluation condition into account.

4.5 Generate code in topological order, as in step 5 of sec-
tion 4.1, modified as follows: If the cell’s evaluation
condition is not constant true, generate code to evalu-
ate and cache (section 5.4) and test the evaluation con-
dition, and to evaluate the cell’s formula only if true:

if (<evaluation condition for c>)
v_c = <code for c’s formula>;

5.2 Finding the evaluation conditions

A cell needs to be evaluated if the output cell depends
on the cell, given the actual values of the input cells. Hence
evaluation conditions can be computed from aconditional
dependency graph, which is a labelled multigraph.

B66

B67

B68 B69
NOT(B67=0)

NOT(B67=0)

Figure 3. Evaluation dependencies in REPT4.
Output cell B69 depends on B66 and on B68
if NOT(B67=0), and unconditionally on B67.
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Figure 3 shows the conditional dependency graph for
functionREPT4 from section 5.1. A node represents a cell,
and an edge represents a dependency of one cell on another,
arising from a particular cell-to-cell reference. An edge la-
bel is the condition under which the cell reference will be
evaluated.

Now theevaluation conditionof a non-input cellc is the
disjunction, over all pathsπ from the output cell toc, of the
conjunction of all labelsℓp along pathπ. More precisely, if
Pc is the set of labelled paths from the output cell toc, then
the evaluation conditionbc of c is

bc =
∨

π∈Pc

∧

p∈π

ℓp

Note that whenc is the output cell itself, there is a single
empty path inPc = {〈〉}, so the evaluation condition is true,
as it should be. Also, if there is no path from the output to
c, then the evaluation condition is false, as it should be.

The labels, or cell-cell reference conditions, on the con-
ditional dependency graph arise from non-strict functions
such asIF(p,e1,e2) andCHOOSE(n,e1..en). For
instance:

• If a cell contains the formulaIF(q,A1,A2+A3),
then it has an edge to A1 with labelq, and edges to A2
and A3 both with label¬q. Also, if q is e.g.B8>37,
then the cell has an edge to B8 with label true.

• If a cell containsCHOOSE(n,A1,A2,A3), then it
has an edge to A1 with labeln=1, an edge to A2 with
labeln=2, and an edge to A3 with labeln=3.

• If a cell contains the formulaIF(q,e1, e2), then
edges arising frome1 will have labels of formq∧r, and
edges arising frome2 will have labels of form¬q ∧ r.

We can compute the evaluation conditions of all cells in
backwards topological order. We start with the output cell,
whose evaluation condition is constant true, and initially
set the evaluation condition of all other non-input cells to
false. To process a cell whose evaluation conditionp has al-
ready been found, we traverse the abstract syntax tree of the
cell’s formula and accumulate (conjoin) conditionsq when
we process the operands of non-strict functions. Whenever
we encounter a reference to cellc, we update that cell’s eval-
uation conditionbc with bc := bc ∨ (p ∧ q).

5.3 Simplification of evaluation conditions

Since an evaluation condition must be evaluated to con-
trol the evaluation of a formula, efficiency could suffer dra-
matically unless the evaluation condition is reduced to the
simplest logically equivalent form.

A subexpression of an evaluation condition itself may in-
volve a recursive call or effectful external call, and therefore
should be evaluated only if needed, so any logical simplifi-
cations must preserve order of evaluation. Hence we usead
hocsimplification rules like these, rather than reduction to
disjunctive or conjunctive normal form:

¬¬p =⇒ p
p ∧ false =⇒ false
p ∧ true =⇒ p
p ∨ false =⇒ p
p ∨ true =⇒ true
p ∧ ¬p =⇒ false
p ∨ ¬p =⇒ true
p ∧ q ∨ p ∧ r =⇒ p ∧ (q ∨ r)
p ∨ (p ∧ q) =⇒ p

The second last and third last rules together give the reduc-
tion (p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q) =⇒ p which is useful when a cell
with evaluation conditionp refers to another cell A2 in both
branches of a conditionalIF(q,A2,A2) whose condition
is q; in this case the evaluation condition of A2 is justp.

The last rule handles the case where a cell with evalua-
tion conditionp has both an unconditional and a conditional
dependenceq on a cell B2, as inB2+IF(q,B2,...); in
this case the evaluation condition of B2 should be justp.

In practice, these simplification rules reduce many eval-
uation conditions to the constant true.

5.4 Caching atomic conditions

An evaluation condition is built from logical connec-
tives and from the conditions in non-strict functions such
asIF(B67=0,...); we call such a condition anatom.
An atom may appear in the evaluation condition of multiple
cells, but for correctness it must be evaluated at most once.

Namely, the atom may involve a volatile or effectful
function, as in this example where cell B180 should evalu-
ate to 1 with probability 20%, and evaluate to10 with prob-
ability 80%:

B179 = ... non-trivial expression giving 1 ...
B180 = IF(RAND()<0.2, B179*B179, 10)

The evaluation condition of B179 is the atom
RAND()<0.2. Since RAND is volatile, each evalua-
tion may produce a different result, so we should compute
the atom once, cache it, and reuse the value.

Our compiler creates a copy of the code for the atom and
its caching at every use. It might be desirable to create a
kind of subroutine for evaluation of the atom, in the style of
the “local subroutines” of the Java Virtual Machine [8, sec-
tion 7.13]. However, this is not possible in the CLI, which
requires that at each bytecode location the stack must have
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the same depth and types, regardless of how that point is
reached [4, section I.12.3.2.1].

In practice, the code duplication caused by atom caching
seems harmless. First, many formulas are trivial or have
constant true evaluation conditions, in which case no atoms
need to be cached at all. Second, the number of atom dupli-
cates is usually low. Third, there is no recursive duplication,
because although an atom may be nested inside another,
as inIF(IF(e00,e01,e02),e1,e2)where bothe00
andIF(e00,e01,e02) are atoms, this does not lead to
recursive duplication of the atom caching code.

5.5 Reflection on evaluation conditions

The approach outlined above finds the evaluation con-
dition NOT(B67=0) for B68 in REPT4 from section 5.1,
which is exactly as desired.

But why don’t we simply use the caching mechanism
for all cell values (instead of bothering with evaluation con-
ditions), as in lazy functional languages [10]? The reason
is that unlike atom caching, general caching may lead to
an exponential code size increase: one lazily evaluated cell
may contain multiple references to another lazily evaluated
cell, and the code for that cell’s formula will be duplicated
at each possible use.

6 Example functions

Distribution function of the normal distribution.
Sheet-defined functions may be used to define statistical
functions, such Excel’sNORMSDIST(z), the cumulative
distribution functionF (z) of the normal distribution. A
widely used approximation due to Hart [5] can be imple-
mented as shown in figure 4. Depending onz, it either com-
putes a quotient between two polynomials (in A14:B20 and
C14:D21) or a continued fraction (in B11). As shown in
section 7.3, our implementation compiles this sheet-defined
function to fast CLI bytecode.

Sheet-defined functions as predicates.The ability to
create a (sheet-defined) function and treat it as a value gives
much expressive power as is known from functional pro-
gramming, with operations such as a map, fold/reduce, fil-
ter and tabulate. Here we focus on the added value for more
common spreadsheet operations.

For instance, Excel’sCOUNTIF function takes as argu-
ment a cell area and a criterion, which may be a string that
encodes a comparison such as">= 18.5". However, one
cannot express composite criteria such as"18.5 <= x <
25". Passing the criterion as a string imposes arbitrary re-
strictions and also raises questions about the meaning of cell
references in the criterion.

Passing the criterion as a sheet-defined function
would makeCOUNTIF more powerful and avoid these

unclarities. We can create a sheet-defined func-
tion NORMALBMI with input cell A1 and output cell
containing=AND(18.5<=A1, A1<25), and then use
COUNTIF(C1:C100, GETFUN("NORMALBMI")) to
count the number of people in range C1:C100 whose body
mass index (BMI) is between 18.5 and 25, that is, “normal”.

Numerical equation solving. Perhaps more surpris-
ingly, we can implement Excel’s Goal Seek feature as a
sheet-defined function. Goal Seek is a dialog-based mecha-
nism for numerical equation solving, such as “set cell C1 to
100 by changing cell B1”, which really means to find a so-
lution B1 to the equationf(B1) = 100 wheref expresses
the contents of cell C1 as a function of B1. Clearly, thisf
can be expressed as a sheet-defined function.

A sheet-defined functionGOALSEEK(f,r,a) that re-
turns anx so thatf(x) = r, if one exists, can be defined
as follows. The input is a functionf , a target valuer, and
an initial guessa at the value ofx. FunctionGOALSEEK
first calls an auxiliary function to find a valueb so thatf(a)
andf(b) have different signs, if possible. Then it uses a
finite number of explicit bisection steps, expressed in the
usual spreadsheet style of copying a row of formulas. Just
30 such steps seems to give better precision than Excel’s
Goal Seek wizard.

OnceGOALSEEK has been encapsulated as a function,
we can numerically solve multiple equations by ordinary
copying of formulas, whereas Excel’s dialog-based Goal
Seek would have to be manually invoked for each equation.

Adaptive integration. To compute the integral of a
function f(x) on an interval[a, b], we can use a combi-
nation of higher-order functions and recursion. Compute
m = (a+ b)/2 and two approximations to the integral, for
instance by Simpson’s rule(b−a)(f(a)+4f(m)+f(b))/6
and the midpoint formula(b − a)f(m). If the approxima-
tions are nearly equal, return one of them; otherwise re-
cursively compute the integral on[a,m] and the integral
on [b,m] and add the results. Such higher-order adaptive
integration can be implemented by a user-defined function
using just seven formulas; it cannot be implemented using
only standard spreadsheet functions or VBA.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Simplicity

We believe we have obtained a dramatic extension of
the expressiveness and user-programmabilityof spreadsheet
models, despite using no new syntax, only two new con-
cepts, namelysheet-defined functionand function value,
and only three new built-in functionsMAKEFUN, GETFUN
andAPPLY, described in section 2.3.
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Figure 4. Sheet-defined function NORMDISTCDF(z), with input cell B6 and output cell B7, computes
the cumulative distribution function of the normal distrib ution N(0, 1).

7.2 Expressiveness

The examples in section 6 show that many useful func-
tions can be implemented efficiently as sheet-defined func-
tions, including functions that must be built-in black boxes
in Excel and other spreadsheet programs. Also, by writing
predicates as higher-order functions, Excel built-ins such as
COUNTIF andSUMIF can be both more powerful and have
a less obscure (less text-based) semantics.

Nevertheless, some computations are difficult or impos-
sible to express as sheet-defined functions because we have
ruled out destructive array update. Allowing destructive up-
date would ruin the simplicity of the model and preclude
parallelization; see section 9.

7.3 Performance

Figure 5 compares several (equally accurate) implemen-
tations of a statistical function. It shows that a sheet-defined
function in our prototype implementation may be less than
twice as slow as a function written in a “real” programming
language, and considerably faster than one written in VBA
or built into Excel. (Experimental platform: Pentium Mo-
bile 1.6 GHz, Windows XP SP3, .NET 3.5 and Excel 2003).

Implementation ns/call
Sheet-defined functionNORMDISTCDF 255
C# 153
C (gcc 3.3.5) 204
Excel VBA (Office 2003) 3,400
Excel 2003 built-inNORMSDIST 9,600

Figure 5. Running time for cumulative distri-
bution function for the normal distribution.

8 Related work

Peyton-Jones, Blackwell and Burnett proposed [11] that
user-defined functions should be definable as so-called
function sheetsusing ordinary spreadsheet formulas. Simi-
lar ideas are found in Nuñez’s spreadsheet system ViSSh [9,
section 5.2.2].

Cortes and Hansen in their 2006 MSc thesis [3] elab-
orated the concept of sheet-defined function and created
an interpretive implementation. However, being based on
the interpretive CoreCalc implementation [14], it did not
achieve the performance goals of the present work.

Resolver One [12] is a commercial Python-based spread-
sheet program with a feature calledRUNWORKBOOK that
allows a workbook to be invoked as a function, similar to a
sheet-defined function at a coarse granularity. Invocationof
a workbook is implemented by loading it from file, setting
the values of some cells in it, and recalculating it, which
is slow. It does not appear to support recursive invocation,
nor higher-order functions. Hence it does not achieve the
efficiency and expressiveness goals of the present work.

Microsoft Excel has a feature called Data Table that tab-
ulates the values of a formula for a number of different
inputs. In effect, this makes the formula a sheet-defined
function of one or two arguments. However, change prop-
agation from Data Tables is unreliable; the implementation
seems half-baked. Conversely, our sheet-defined functions
can easily, and reliably, emulate the Data Table mechanism:
Simply use mixed absolute and relative references in a func-
tion call =MYFUNCTION($A8,B$7) and copy that call
into all cells in the table.

Whereas we believe that the concept of evaluation con-
dition (section 5) is novel, the compilation techniques pre-
sented in section 4 are similar to those used to compile other
dynamically typed languages to efficient code [13].
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9 Future work

Currently, our prototype implementation passes argu-
ments and results of sheet-defined functions as wrapped
Value objects. A global unboxing analysis or type-based un-
boxing [7] could further improve performance by avoiding
such wrapping, especially for simple numerical functions.

While Peyton-Jones, Blackwell and Burnett verified that
sheet-defined functions are understandable to spreadsheet
users [11], our design deviates from theirs in several ways,
so our design needs to be validated by empirical studies.

Spreadsheets exhibit quite explicit parallelism, in con-
trast to Fortran, Java and C# where it is only implicit and
where alias analyses are required to deal with shared data
and destructive update. Chandy proposed already in 1984 to
exploit spreadsheet parallelism [2], and now multicore pro-
cessors and graphics processors provide the required tech-
nological platform. Sheet-defined functions may play an
interesting role here: since a function may be called thou-
sands of times in each recalculation, it is a more interest-
ing target for optimization and parallelization than an ordi-
nary spreadsheet formula, which is evaluated at most once
in each recalculation. Indeed, if parallelization is near au-
tomatic and performance is adequate, spreadsheets would
become an even better framework for scientific and finan-
cial simulation [1]. We are investigating this.

Our current prototype implementation provides little of
the ancillary functionality—graphics, formatting, auditing,
pivot tables, data import—expected of a spreadsheet pro-
gram, so it would be interesting to embed it in one that does.

10 Conclusion

We have presented a portable spreadsheet implementa-
tion in which many previously built-in functions can be
user-defined, with no loss of efficiency. The main technical
contribution of this work is probably the concept of evalua-
tion conditions (section 5).

More importantly, we have demonstrated that sheet-
defined functions considerably increase the expressiveness
of spreadsheets while preserving their dynamic interactive
behavior, and requiring only a few new concepts.

By allowing more functions to be user-defined, we
soften the separation between users and developers, and
empower end-users. This may lead to the development of
user-created function libraries and more useful and reliable
as well as faster spreadsheet models.
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